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TWO PERSON ARMED DEFENSE

View the video presentation for Block One and see the 
additional materials provided, then practice what you’ve 
learned.  If needed, seek the help of a trained professional 
instructor.  Share your training experience by sending a 
picture or 30-60 second video of your practice session via 
email to platinum@personaldefensenetwork.com .  Include 
with your photo or video any questions you may have about 
the class presentation, the additional materials, or your 
experience at the range.  Then attend the live streaming 
broadcast, to be announced by email, for additional 
commentary and answers to viewer questions.

An email announcement for Block Two: Multiple Threat 
Engagement will be sent to the email address you have on 
file with your PDN membership.

Questions about your Class experience?   
Contact PDN Customer Service at 1-855-231-0650 or 
pdnsubscription@program-director.net.

Block One Topics
I. Introduction and Briefing

a. Training safely

b. Intellectual and physical comfort

c. Assessing competency

II.    Extend, Touch, Press Drill (00:12:54)

III. Drawing from the Holster (00:24:32)

Additional Materials
• Block One Practice Guide

• Notes Sheet

BLOCK ONE:  
INTRODUCTION AND FUNDAMENTALS
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VIDEO PRESENTATION OUTLINE

WARNING:  Never attempt any technique that is beyond your abilities as a shooter and always observe safe gun handling 
practices, including:

1. Keep your trigger finger somewhere other than the trigger until you are ready to shoot.
2. Keep the gun pointed in a generally safe direction whenever possible.
3. Remember that you are in control of a weapon.  If it is used negligently or maliciously it can hurt or kill you or someone else.

This outline supports the Personal Defense Network Distance Education Class Presentation entitled Two Person Armed 
Defense, consisting of three main topics or “Blocks”.  Use this outline for reference as you view the video presentation or to 
help navigate to any topics you wish to review in the future.


